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INTRODUCTION 

This show ponder examines the relationship between transformational administration, 

learning culture, work fulfilment, and organizational citizenship behavior. In expansion, it 

moreover looks at the intervening part of learning culture and work fulfilment on 

transformational authority and organizational citizenship behavior. These ponder utilized 

online surveys to gather information from medical attendants in an open healing center in 

Indonesia. Halfway slightest square (PLS) was utilized as an investigation apparatus for 205 

collected information. The discoveries shown that transformational authority did not 

altogether influence organizational citizenship behavior, but this has considerable suggestions 

for learning culture and work fulfilment. Both learning culture and work fulfilment altogether 

and emphatically foresee organizational citizenship behavior (Boamah et al., 2018). In 

expansion, learning culture and work fulfilment act as culminate go between between 

transformational authority and organizational citizenship behavior. This ponder proposes 

pioneers to maximize an orderly learning program and to pay consideration to the nurses’ 

work fulfilment rate to move forward organizational citizenship behavior. The discoveries too 

give learning culture and work fulfilment as basic components, straightforwardly and in a 

roundabout way, in propelling workers to perform organizational citizenship behavior (Egan 

et al., 2004). This ponder offers an in-depth investigation of the components of a successful 

diary composing task in an organizational behavior course inside the system of a basic show. 

The associations between the takings after factors were surveyed: task reason, learning 

accomplishment, teachers input, and self-reflection and understudy fulfilment. To that 

conclusion, an overview was given to understudies over a three-semester time outline. 

Students' answers to the questions were analyzed utilizing Halfway Slightest Squares 

Auxiliary Condition Modeling (PLS-SEM). The examination approves the basic demonstrate 

and underpins the investigate finding that the hypothesized connections were all factually 

critical.  

Assumption examination was utilized for the understudy comments. All discoveries 

bolster the conclusion that diary composing offers an opportunity for understudies to 

effectively lock in in teach (Froehlich et al., 2014). The comes about moreover recommend 

that self-reflection, seen learning accomplishment and teachers association emphatically 

influence students' encounter and fulfilment with a piece venture of this sort. A clear reason 

and explicitly enunciated desires from the teachers drive understudy engagement within the 

dynamic learning process. Instructors over different disciplines have found themselves at 

chances with the challenges proposed by widespread online learning. Keeping understudies 

engaged is one of an educator's essential concerns. It is additionally a challenging errand 

within the online scene. Understudies battle with recognizing and accomplishing their possess 

learning objectives in a web setting, which offers constrained and strained interaction 

between peers and teachers. Eventually, the objective of the teacher is to form an 

environment that invites dynamic learning, which incorporates reflection on learning 

objectives. Reflecting on such objectives not as it were permits the understudy to look at their 

possess victory, but permits them to associated with the fabric in a different format, thus 

expanding understanding (Garcia-Morales et al., 2012). Reflection could be a strategy 
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utilized by numerous teachers over disciplines that depend on diary composing and 

consideration assignments as a way to both increment understudy engagement and to advance 

more profound learning. A educating asset direct from Colorado State College states the 

taking after, Employees' extra-role behavior or commonly known as organizational 

citizenship behavior (OCB), is vital for current organizations, particularly within the setting 

of healing centers in Indonesia which recently experienced an increment within the number 

of patients due to the tall transmission of the Crown Virus-19. This condition can offer 

assistance representatives total their errands viably through deliberate supportive behavior. 

OCB is multidimensional worker behavior that incorporates different angles of positive 

representative behavior and is use (Hurst et al., 2016). Organizational advancement and can 

decrease turnover. 
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